**Portable Generators**

Portable Generators are used for work, home, recreation or work sites for emergency power for appliances and lighting. These generators are normally gasoline powered and range from 2.5 to 9.7 kVA.

*Reporting Classifications: Based on kVA*

**Mobile Generators**

Mobile Generators are used for light to medium duty temporary power needs and require a trailer to move. These generators are diesel powered and normally range in power from 7.5 to 750 kVA.

*Reporting Classifications: Based on kVA*

**Stationary Generators**

All generators sets utilized in the generation of electrical power for general residential, commercial, utility, construction and rental applications including energy utilities, communications, commercial and residential buildings, agricultural, construction, mining, manufacturing, public and civil services and rental. This category should not be used for Petroleum, Locomotive or Marine electric power applications. These generators can be diesel, bio-diesel or gaseous (natural gas, landfill gas, digger gas, etc) powered

*Reporting Classifications: Based on kVA*